Negotiating Your Law Firm’s Malpractice Insurance:
How to Avoid Purchasing the “Never Pay Policy”
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Far too many attorneys treat the purchase of malpractice
insurance like that of an off-the-rack commodity. The
purchasing decision is guided largely by cost, advertising, or
the relative ease of the application process. Ironically, few
attorneys actually read their own malpractice insurance policy
until after they receive a claim.
Instead, many law firms rely on assumptions in purchasing
coverage and then set the policies aside, at least until a claim
is made. Then, the terms and conditions become all
important, and that is precisely the time when you, as the
insured, can do little to affect the coverage that may or may
not be afforded under the policy.
The malpractice policies available in today’s commercial
market vary greatly and insurance companies are more willing
than ever to negotiate specific terms and conditions that can
address the unique risks faced by you and your firm. While
the best way to take advantage of this opportunity is to use
an experienced broker who will solely represent your law
firm’s interests, this article provides a general roadmap for
law firm administrators, general counsels, and managing
partners to use in negotiating professional liability coverage.
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Don’t start off on the wrong foot.

The terms of coverage begin with the application process and, if you are not careful, coverage can end there as
well. The answers you provide on the application are used by the insurance company to determine the premium
charged and the specific terms under which the insurance company is willing to insure you. Of particular
importance are questions regarding the areas of law in which your firm practices and whether any of the
attorneys in the firm are aware of any circumstances that could result in a claim.
The temptation is to give these questions short shrift. A full and complete answer usually requires a great deal of
factual investigation, such as a review of past financial information to determine a break-down of revenues by
type of work, and a polling of each attorney as to the knowledge of the existence of potential claims.
Most off-the-rack malpractice insurance policies are written such that the insurer can rescind the policy in the
event any of the application answers are incorrect. Importantly, the insurance company doesn’t necessarily need
to prove the firm intended to provide an incorrect answer. Instead, an insurance policy can usually be rescinded
for innocent mistakes in the application so long as the insurance company would not have offered the policy at
the same premium or would have changed the terms if the correct answers were given.
If the policy is rescinded, no claims made under that policy period would be covered, even if the claim is wholly
unrelated to the mistake on the application. Innocent insureds, not directly involved in the application process,
are also at risk. Additionally, rescission can make it challenging for the firm to obtain insurance in the future.
Accordingly, treat the application process like your coverage depends on it. Specifically, the firm should commit
the time and attention to the process necessary to get the answers correct. If a question is unclear, ask for
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clarification. Many insurers today will offer contract wording in the policy specifically protecting innocent insureds
against rescission risk. Once again, this is a process in which an experienced broker can greatly assist.

2.

What you know (or should know) can hurt you.

Legal malpractice policies, like most professional liability policies, are written on a “claims-made” basis.
Coverage under a “claims-made” policy depends primarily on when the claim was made, rather than when the
error or loss occurred. This creates a potential moral hazard: a prospective insured, knowing he committed an
error, could purchase a claims-made policy before the claim is made and obtain coverage for a known loss.
Clauses called “prior knowledge provisions” are intended to protect insurers against this hazard.
A typical prior knowledge provision states that claims based on errors occurring prior to the policy period are not
covered if any insured had a reasonable basis to believe that a claim could be made. Courts in many states
apply an objective standard to determine whether an insured had such “prior” knowledge. Thus, the question is
not whether you specifically thought a claim would be made, but whether a ”reasonable insured,” knowing what
you know, would believe that a claim is possible. Moreover, depending on the policy wording, the knowledge of
one attorney can eliminate coverage for all insureds, even those who do not have any “prior” knowledge.
When purchasing a legal malpractice policy, determine whether the prior knowledge provision contains a
“continuity clause.” This savings clause states the claim will be covered unless the insured had knowledge of the
potential claim prior to the first policy issued by the insurer to your firm, rather than prior to the current policy
period. If possible, you should also seek policy language limiting the prior knowledge provision to a subjective
standard requiring proof of fraud and otherwise protecting innocent insureds.
In addition, most policies include provisions allowing insureds to provide a “notice of circumstance” to the insurer
of potential claims – even if no claim has been made yet – specifically providing that any future claim arising out
of that circumstance will be treated as a claim made during the current policy year. Such a provision gives you
greater flexibility when changing insurers, but pay close attention to the policy specificity requirements for
reporting potential claims.

3.

Prior Acts

Sometimes insurance companies also address the moral hazard inherent in “claims-made” policies by only
covering claims based on errors occurring after a certain date, sometimes called a “retroactive” date or a “prior
acts” date. For previously uninsured firms or lawyers, most insurers will insist on a retroactive date equivalent to
the policy inception date.
Moreover, firms changing insurers often have the option of reducing the premium by agreeing to a retroactive
date. While this certainly limits the amount of coverage, the limitation can be offset by purchasing “tail”
coverage from your current insurer. “Tail” coverage, sometimes called an extended reporting period, extends
the time in which a claim can be made and reported under an expiring policy for errors occurring prior to the
policy expiration.
Determining when an alleged error occurred is not always an easy task, however, and alleged breaches of care
can span multiple policy periods. If your firm nevertheless intends to change insurers, a qualified broker can help
you calculate the most effective mix of retroactive date and tail coverage to maximize savings and minimize
exposure to gaps in coverage.

4.
If a claim is made in the forest, and the insurer isn’t there to
hear it, does it make a sound?
As discussed above, almost all legal malpractice policies on the market today are “claims-made” policies and
apply only to claims made during the policy period. Some, however, add the requirement that the claim be
reported to the insurer during the policy period as well. Such policies are aptly called “claims-made-andreported” policies.
In contrast to standard notice conditions that require the insured to report a claim “as soon as practicable,”
numerous courts have held that the reporting requirement in a claims-made-and-reported policy defines the
scope of coverage, rather than states a condition for coverage. What this means in practical terms is that the
insurance company can disclaim coverage based on a failure to timely report the claim regardless of whether the
delay caused the insurance company any prejudice. Some policies flatly require reporting prior to the end of the
policy period, while others provide that the claim must be reported within a 30 or 60 day time period after the
policy expired.
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Another important consideration is the interaction of the reporting requirement and renewals. Some policies
specifically permit the reporting of a claim during the policy or any renewal policy, while others are silent on the
subject leading to the possibility of a disclaimer, even when the renewal is with the same insurer.
It is imperative that you establish a claim reporting procedure to ensure that all “claims” as defined in the policy
are promptly brought to the attention of the firm’s risk manager or managing partner and reported prior to the
policy reporting deadline. Some insurers will agree to soften the claim reporting wording by requiring notice as
soon as practicable after the individual in the firm charged with managing insurance and claims first learns of the
“claim,” but few will agree to a prejudice standard or an unlimited timeframe for reporting post policy period.

5.

Professional Services

As the name implies, a lawyers’ professional liability insurance policy covers just that: a lawyer’s professional
liability. Accordingly, it should not be surprising that such policies do not cover all liability a lawyer may face,
merely because she is a lawyer. Instead, it is well established that such policies only cover those risks that are
inherent in the practice of law. But what exactly does that mean?
Lawyers engage in a variety of law-related tasks that are not necessarily limited to lawyers. For example,
lawyers frequently act as title agents, trustees, conservators, administrators, arbitrators, and mediators. Some
firms today now have document management divisions or affiliated e-discovery and information technology
companies. The practice of law has expanded and continues to evolve over time.
Most legal malpractice policies specifically define the term “professional services.” Be sure to check your
particular policy definition against the activities your firm’s lawyers undertake. Be especially careful when any of
the lawyers in your firm have dual professional licenses, such as a lawyer who is also a CPA. It is best to address
such issues up front to avoid a surprise when the insurer disclaims coverage for a claim, contending that the
alleged wrongdoing did not arise out of the lawyer’s rendering of “professional services.”

6.

Modern Day “Damages”

The typical legal malpractice policy limits coverage to claims for “damages.” While that word seems innocuous, it
frequently carries an express definition that serves to substantively limit what is covered.
For example, many policies define the term “damages” to specifically exclude fines, penalties, sanctions, nonmonetary relief, amounts demanded as the return of a payment of legal fees, or even the disgorgement of “funds
wrongfully obtained.” Most of these limitations are based upon the proposition that a liability insurance policy is
designed to protect an insured from liability to another person, as opposed to a loss of the insured’s profit.
One area usually open for negotiation is coverage for punitive or exemplary damages. Of course, public policy
places an outer limit on what types of punitive damages a policy can insure, but many states permit insurance for
at least some types of punitive damages, such as those imposed vicariously. Many insurers today will provide
coverage for punitive damages where insurable and subject to an insurability determination under the most
favorable venue for such coverage.
An emerging area of interest to law firms is coverage for Rule 11 or other discovery sanctions, as well as other
“damages” arising out of claims of abusive or frivolous litigation. While most insurers have historically excluded
coverage for all fines, penalties, or sanctions, a few innovative insurers today have shown a willingness to offer a
coverage sublimit to defend lawyers against such allegations. Law firms can be jointly liable for an individual
lawyer’s sanction-able conduct, and settlement exposure to claims of abusive or frivolous litigation is real.
Unfortunately, few firms today have adequate insurance protection in this area, and when available, it comes with
an additional premium.

7.

Intentional Acts Exclusion

Similar to the limitations on the insurability of punitive damages, public policy may limit an insurance company’s
ability to cover liability based on an insured’s malicious, fraudulent, or dishonest acts. Accordingly, every policy
will invariably exclude such liability. The problem is that legal malpractice claims frequently include intentional tort
claims (such as breach of fiduciary duty) in addition to professional negligence. The scope of coverage afforded
such intentional allegations can vary greatly from one policy to the next.
First, some policies exclude all coverage for such acts, including a defense to claims alleging fraudulent conduct
even if the insured protests his innocence. Under such policies, a common malpractice claim alleging both
negligence and breach of fiduciary duty raises coverage issues at the outset because of the intentional breach of
duty claim.
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Other policies provide a so-called “courtesy defense,” under which a defense is provided until such time as the
alleged fraudulent conduct is established by an adjudication or an admission. Under such policies, the insurer
may still insist on some allocation or insured contribution to a settlement of allegations of negligence when
coupled with alleged intentional wrongdoing. If possible, try to negotiate wording in your policy providing
coverage for defense and settlement of alleged wrongdoing unless there is a final adjudication of such intentional
wrongdoing in the underlying malpractice case, or in an action or proceeding other than a declaratory judgment
proceeding brought by or against the insurer to determine the scope of insurance coverage.
Policies may also differ on the applicability of the exclusion to so-called “innocent insureds.” Most exclusions
apply to any claims “arising out of” the excluded conduct. Courts generally hold that the “arising out of”
language extends the scope of such exclusions even to negligence claims predicated on the intentional conduct,
such as negligent hiring and supervision claims. In other words, if your partner steals a client’s money, you are
not covered even if you had no part in the theft. Fortunately, many policies contain “innocent insured provisions”
aimed at ameliorating this result. These provisions waive the intentional acts exclusion for those insureds who
did not actively participate in, and were not aware of, the excluded conduct.

8.

Business Enterprise Exclusion

Most lawyers familiar with the basic tenets of conflicts law know it is risky to represent a corporation in which an
insured owns an interest. Similarly, most seasoned lawyers know that such a situation can be rife with practical
difficulty when the business enterprise fails.
Insurers are aware of these problems as well and typically exclude claims made by any business enterprise in
which any insured owns an interest or with respect to any enterprise operated, managed, or controlled by any
insured. The stated purpose of such an exclusion is to prevent an insured from transferring his own business loss
to his legal malpractice insurer. But the exclusions are not typically limited to claims against the particular lawyer
who has the ownership interest and, instead, include claims by that enterprise against any lawyer in the firm.
Many insurers, however, are willing to negotiate this exclusion and give back coverage for some or all of such
risks assuming the issue is raised and negotiated up front. You should carefully evaluate the firm’s and its
lawyers’ business interests each year in the underwriting process.

9.

Coverage for Ethics Complaints & Disciplinary Proceedings

In addition to coverage for a lawyer’s monetary liability to a client or others, some legal malpractice insurance
policies also pay for a defense to an ethics complaint or bar grievance. Such coverage provides an obvious
benefit over those policies lacking grievance coverage.
Disciplinary proceedings and grievance coverage can differ between insurers as to whether the insured is
permitted to choose his counsel, what control the insurance company retains over the defense, and whether
there is a limit on the fees for such a defense.
Many policies limit the coverage to a sublimit of $25,000-$50,000. There is typically no retention or deductible
applicable to such coverage, but the policy may only reimburse the insured after the successful conclusion of the
proceeding.

10.
A defense by any other name does not necessarily smell as
sweet.
Finally, but certainly not least important, all firms should carefully evaluate the defense provided by the insurance
policy in the event of a claim. The vast majority of legal malpractice claims are resolved with no payment to the
claimant. While this is good news for lawyers, it emphasizes the significance of the defense of such claims. In
short, the cost of the defense is often greater than the ultimate payment of the claim. When you consider the
fact that insurance policies vary greatly regarding the defense obligation, it becomes clear that this issue is rife
with pitfalls. Specifically, policies vary in two main respects.
First, determine whether the limits of liability are “eroded” or “exhausted” by defense costs. Under some
policies, sometimes called “burning limits policies,” each dollar spent in the defense of the claim reduces by a
dollar the amount available to pay a judgment or settlement. Of course, purchasing a “burning limits” policy
allows your firm to save on premiums, but it carries with it a risk that the limits will ultimately be insufficient should
a claim involve a lengthy defense.
Second, understand whether you or the insurance company chooses defense counsel and controls the defense.
Many legal malpractice policies are so-called “duty to defend” policies, which means that it is the insurance
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company’s right and obligation to defend the claim. Typically, the right to defend carries with it the right to select
defense counsel, and insurers often have negotiated volume discount rates with certain defense firms. The “duty
to defend” obligation is extremely broad, frequently said to require a defense of the entire claim if any part of the
claim is potentially within the scope of coverage.
On the other hand, so-called “indemnity for loss” policies simply reimburse your expenses incurred in the
defense. In such situations, the insured is generally afforded the right to select counsel and control the defense,
but the insurer may require advance consent or agreement by your selected defense firm to negotiated lower
rates or to predetermined litigation management guidelines. The insurer may also take the position that it is not
responsible for defending uncovered claims or allegations.
Many policies also include a “hammer clause” giving the insurer substantial leverage in the context of a potential
claim settlement. Such clauses in essence permit the insurer to withdraw its defense and cap its policy limit at
any settlement amount recommended by the insurer and otherwise acceptable to the claimant.

Conclusion
Ultimately, there is no one “best” policy for all firms or any specific category of firms. Instead, a firm’s legal
malpractice policy should be carefully tailored to the specific activities undertaken by the firm and the firm’s
individual financial situation. Of course, insurance deals with the uncertainties of the future, and it is impossible to
know now precisely what coverage you will need next year. But you can maximize your odds by addressing your
firm’s needs upfront and spending the time and effort to negotiate the scope of the policy before it is issued.
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